Gas Caps

A range of 1960's look gas caps. These are available in chrome, alloy and as locking caps. The brass ring that fits onto the gas tank neck is only required with the non-locking type and is included with the cap. The brass ring is available as a separate part.

1. Brass collar .................................. COL25
2. Flip Top Caps. Flat cap with large catch is known as the Aston. Non-Locking caps include brass ring. All alloy caps now have metal chromed catch.
   a. Chrome with collar .................................. ASTON
   b. Alloy with collar .................................. ASTON01
   c. Alloy locking .................................. ASTON02
   d. Chrome locking .................................. ASTON03
3. Monza flip top cap with raised ridge. Non-Locking caps include brass ring. All alloy caps now have metal chromed catch.
   a. Chrome with collar .................................. MONZA
   b. Alloy with collar .................................. MONZA01
   c. Alloy locking .................................. MONZA02
   d. Chrome locking .................................. MONZA03
4. The classic chrome gas cap fits onto the filler neck and allows the original locking cap (item 7) fitted by Rover to sit inside as normally fitted. Means neither part can be easily stolen. 3/8" wide. Superb value. .................................. SP227
5. Budget copy of Monza chrome. Cap screws onto a special brass adapter. The collar requires just over 3/8" (10mm) of gas tank neck above the body seal to allow fitment, many later cars do not have this much neck protruding so check first. .................................. SP228
6. Alloy cap 3" wide that fits over and clamps to Rover gas locking caps (item 7) and is retained by grub screws to give the Aston look from the 60s. .................................. MS2145
7. a. Chrome gas locking cap (non-vented) for saloons 1970 on .................................. WLD100660
   b. Chrome gas locking cap (vented) for saloons pre 1970 and all vans/estates .................................. GSS54A
8. Black gas locking cap (non-vented) for saloons 1970 on .................................. GSS521A
9. Chrome gas cap (vented, non-locking) .................................. WLD100350
10. Black gas cap (non-vented, non-locking) .................................. WLD10027
11. Original chrome classic 3" wide locking gas cap by Wilmot Breedon (non-vented) .................................. GSS5215
12. Cooper ‘S’ right hand tank, 5.5 gallons. Will fit any Mini, but fuel injected cars will require modification to original tank. No fittings supplied as it is a replacement part, but a kit or any single part of the kit are also available. See kits No. 16.
   a. Carburettor type cars with ordinary neck for lead free and leaded gas .................................. ZIA2183
   b. Cars with small lead-free fuel entry neck .................................. ZIA2184
   c. Standard left hand tank 7.5 gallons with slot in sender hole. .................................. ARP1043
   d. Standard 7.5 gallon L/H tank - injection only .................................. WFE102090
   e. Alloy lightweight 5.5 gallon R/H tank with leaded gas tank neck only .................................. ZIA2185
13. a. Complete fitting kit for Cooper ‘S’ right hand tank .................................. MS21
   b. Complete fitting kit. All parts as in kit MS82 but with extra parts for fitting to the fuel injection car. This will require removal of the original tank for modification, which includes drilling a hole and fitting a union .................................. MS3
14. a. Long retaining strap for 5.5 gallon tank .................................. ZIA2226
   b. Long diagonal fitting strap for 7.5 gallon tank .................................. ZIA2838
   c. Long diagonal fitting strap for 5.5 gallon tank .................................. ZIA2233
   d. Long retaining strap for 5.5 gallon tank .................................. ZIA2838
15. Short retaining strap for 5.5 gallon tank .................................. ZIA2838
16. Right hand tank anchor bracket .................................. AL7905
17. a. Gas tank neck seal .................................. J447057
   b. Gas tank thin neck seal, MPI .................................. WGC100010
18. Joining pipe between two tanks .................................. ZIA2331
20. Dummy neck. If you want the twin gas tank look but not the tank then this dummy neck is just the job, fits onto body with special rubber seal provided. Cap required .................................. MSA1126
21. Gas tank for van/estate and pickup .................................. ZIA291MS

Fuel Tank Sender Units

22. a. For Mini Van, estates, pick ups which are held in place by screws. (including gasket) .................................. AAG644OMS
   b. Fixing screws for sender unit item 22a. Order individually .................................. 53K165
23. Cork gasket for sender unit to Mini van tank .................................. GU705711GM
24. a. For saloons where the unit twists in and sealed by rubber 1974-1992 .................................. XNB10007
   b. For injected cars where float rod has a bend and kink 1992 on .................................. XNB100380